Multibeam echosounders (MBES) have become a widely used acoustic remote sensing tool to map and study the seafloor, providing co-located bathymetry and seafloor backscatter. Although the uncertainty associated with MBES-derived bathymetric data has been studied extensively, the question of backscatter uncertainty has been addressed only minimally and hinders the quantitative use of MBES seafloor backscatter. This paper explores approaches to identifying uncertainty sources associated with MBES-derived backscatter measurements. The major sources of uncertainty are catalogued and the magnitudes of their relative contributions to the backscatter uncertainty budget are evaluated. These major uncertainty sources include seafloor insonified area (1-3 dB), absorption coefficient (up to > 6 dB), random fluctuations in echo level (5.5 dB for a Rayleigh distribution), and sonar calibration (device dependent). The magnitudes of these uncertainty sources vary based on how these effects are compensated for during data acquisition and processing. Various cases (no compensation, partial compensation and full compensation) for seafloor insonified area, transmission losses and random fluctuations were modeled to estimate their uncertainties in different scenarios. Uncertainty related to the seafloor insonified area can be reduced significantly by accounting for seafloor slope during backscatter processing while transmission losses can be constrained by collecting full water column absorption coefficient profiles (temperature and salinity profiles). To reduce random fluctuations to below 1 dB, at least 20 samples are recommended to be used while computing mean values. The estimation of uncertainty in backscatter measurements is constrained by the fact that not all instrumental components are characterized and documented sufficiently for commercially available MBES. Further involvement from manufacturers in providing this essential information is critically required.
Introduction
Amongst acoustic sensors, multibeam echosounders (MBES) are commonly the tool of choice for most seafloor studies because they concurrently offer high-resolution, co-located bathymetry and backscatter (Clarke et al. 1996; Mayer 2006; Anderson et al. 2007; Lucieer et al. 2017) .
Historically the analysis of multibeam sonar data has focused on the bathymetric component and the critical role it plays in nautical charting and in offering insights into geologic and tectonic processes of the seafloor. The rich history of the use of MBES for critical mapping applications has resulted in significant progress over the last two decades in quantifying the sources of uncertainty associated with the bathymetric component of MBES (Hare et al. 1995; Hare 2001; Calder and Mayer 2003; Lurton and Augustin 2010; Lucieer et al. 2015) adding tremendously to the credibility and value of bathymetric data.
More recently, the interpretation of the second component of MBES systems, namely seafloor backscatter, is playing an increasingly important role in many ocean-mapping applications including habitat characterization, environmental monitoring, geological and geotechnical studies, and natural resource prospecting (Lucieer et al. 2017) . In support of these applications, efforts have been made to use MBES backscatter to characterize the nature of the seafloor, typically through broad descriptions of seafloor or sediment type (e.g. rock, sand, mud) or in other instances, to further estimate basic parameters like grain size or acoustic properties (Hasan et al. 2014 and references therein). Unlike for bathymetry, however, there has been little efforts made to understand the uncertainty associated with MBES backscatter measurements and thus methods of seafloor characterization using backscatter are not constrained with respect to associated uncertainty.
The interpretation of backscatter data for seafloor characterization is typically done through the analysis of backscatter mosaic texture or seafloor backscatter angular response. The backscatter mosaic is a georeferenced image of the signal intensity scattered back to the sonar. With different seafloor materials showing different intensity levels, mosaics can be used to segment the seafloor into different types either subjectively by an interpreter, or more objectively through image processing approaches (e.g. Reed and Hussong 1989; Brown et al. 2011; Diesing et al. 2016) . As the echo intensity varies with the angle of incidence of the acoustic signal at the seafloor, the angular variations of backscatter have to be normalized (typically at 45°) for the mosaic to be interpretable. As a result of this normalization process, a key quantitative aspect of the seafloor properties (its angular response) is lost, hence limiting the use of mosaics to qualitative interpretation (Schimel et al. 2015) . Even when viewed qualitatively, the lack of knowledge of the uncertainty associated with the backscatter levels depicted on a mosaic calls into question the meaning of the interpretation. Issues of uncertainty in seafloor backscatter measurements have become apparent when combining and comparing data sets from different MBES surveys (e.g., Clarke 2012; Lacharité et al. 2017) where surveys from different systems resulted in wildly different backscatter results.
Unlike the backscatter mosaic, the analysis of the backscatter angular response allows for the extraction of quantitative features and algorithm-based seafloor characterization approaches (e.g., Fonseca and Mayer 2007) . Such approaches can provide useful predictions of seafloor type provided that uncertainties are appropriately constrained (Fonseca et al. 2009; Rzhanov et al. 2012; Hasan et al. 2014) but suffer from the current lack of understanding of uncertainties in the underlying backscatter measurements. With more emphasis on automated and physical model driven characterization techniques, quantification of backscatter data is becoming more important (Alevizos et al. 2017 ) involving efforts in MBES calibration, and in better understanding, modelling, and estimating the associated uncertainty.
The aim of this paper is to identify the major sources of uncertainty for MBES-derived seafloor backscatter values, evaluate (when possible) their causes and estimate their magnitudes. In doing so, we hope to establish a framework for further analyses that may be broadly applied to various systems and situations so that end-users and operators may aspire to a more quantitative understanding of seafloor backscatter. We begin with a review of the basics of seafloor backscatter measurements. We then seek to identify the significant sources of uncertainty and quantify their respective magnitudes. Finally suggestions are made that might help mitigate the major sources of uncertainty.
3
two-way transmission loss, A the insonified area, D TX and D RX the transmit (Tx) and receive (Rx) directivity function values in the sonar-target propagation direction (Lurton 2010 ). The received voltage is then converted to a digital number DN through an analog-to-digital converter (ADC) and recorded; this operation introduces a specific offset G AD so that:
The value of G AD is related to how the digitization process is carried out, including the ADC's technological characteristics (Schimel et al. 2015) . The measured backscatter strength can then be expressed from (Eq. 4) and (Eq. 5) as:
For a given seafloor type and frequency, this value of S b is also related to the seafloor incidence angle θ. The various uncertainty sources contributing to the measured S b and θ are analyzed in the rest of this paper. In the following the S b uncertainty expressed in dB relates to the percentage uncertainty in b ; for example, a 1 dB uncertainty in S b relates to a 10% uncertainty in b .
Sources of seafloor backscatter measurement uncertainty
The expression (Eq. 6) for seafloor backscatter strength can be grouped as:
suggesting three main components of uncertainty:
−D RX is the practical output of the target strength measurement, combining the measured echo level ( DN ), the source level ( SL o ), the sonar Rx sensitivity ( RS o and G AD ) and directivity ( D TX and D RX ), but excluding the transmission losses ( 2TL ). In the following it is conventionally designated as the "compensated echo level". Sources of its uncertainty include:
(a) the stochastic nature of the physical echo intensity variations. An ensemble average process helps in reducing the variance around the estimated mean, but as the number of available samples is limited, some uncertainty remains in the backscatter estimate; (b) the sonar characteristics including electroacoustic (transducer sensitivity and directivity), and electronic characteristics (Tx power amplification, Rx
pre-amplification, various gains, filtering, A/D conversion); (c) the environmental conditions (noise level added to the echo level).
The details of MBES-related uncertainty sources in (b) are not always available to end-users and in the absence of this information the sounder must be considered a "black box", without a real estimate of the uncertainty related to its actual transfer function. This uncertainty may be globally determined from experimental data on a controlled target (Lurton and Lamarche 2015) , but this can be an expensive, logistically difficult, and time-consuming process.
Additionally, not all MBES systems provide an estimate of S b in the recorded data, but rather only the DN values. Even when S b values are explicitly provided in datagrams, they must still be considered cautiously. Specific gains (either static or time-varying gain TVG) are applied before digitization to keep the signal within the ADC input range; these must be removed in order to retrieve the original physical S b values. Such systemspecific processing steps, if not correctly implemented by the manufacturer, may result in large offsets in the reported S b . Several studies have highlighted these MBES-design shortcomings (Fonseca et al. 2006; Gavrilov and Parnum 2010; Greenaway and Weber 2010; Clarke 2012; Brown et al. 2015) .
2. The second component {2TL} is the two-way transmission loss between the sonar and the target. It features both the geometrical divergence loss (function of the oblique range) and the absorption loss (depending on both the range and the local absorption coefficient, a function of frequency and water properties). The uncertainty in TL is mainly controlled by both the range estimation accuracy and the knowledge of the seawater characteristics involved in absorption. 3. The third component 10log 10 A is the insonified footprint area instantaneously active in the backscatter process delimited by the sounder beam pattern and/or the pulse duration. This component also depends on the propagation range and the incident angle of the signal on the seafloor (to be considered in a 3-D geometry) (Fig. 1 ).
Additionally to these three sources of radiometric measurement uncertainty, the incidence angle estimation, upon which S b is dependent, can be another major cause of uncertainty. The S b dependence on seafloor incidence angle and frequency is a fundamental characteristic of seafloor backscatter data. With the MBES frequency fixed (or slightly varying with different Tx sectors), the mean seafloor angular response (AR) is characterized by its S b values associated with incidence angles. Given such relationships, many research efforts have used comparisons of measured AR to theoretical models as a basis for seafloor segmentation and characterization (e.g. De Moustier and Alexandrou 1991; Clarke et al. 1997; Fonseca and Mayer 2007; Rzhanov et al. 2012) . The uncertainty of the incidence angle is a function of Tx-Rx angle estimation accuracy, refraction by the sound-speed profile, and seafloor local slope. The position of the backscatter samples, similar to bathymetric samples, is determined through use of MBES geometry and positioning of the vessel. The total horizontal uncertainty (THU) in the position of soundings, at the 95% confidence level, is not expected to exceed 5 m + 5% of the depth (IHO 2008) . For backscatter samples, the effect of position uncertainty is therefore assumed to be negligible in this paper.
Elementary analysis of major uncertainty components
As outlined above, the elementary analysis proposed here focuses on the magnitude of the S b uncertainty broken down into the four parameters controlling the S b ( ) estimate: compensated echo level, seafloor incidence angle, transmission loss, and insonified area. In evaluating the sources of uncertainty, two significance thresholds of 1 dB and 1° are adopted here for radiometric and geometric uncertainties respectively. These values are selected based on the observation that in order to differentiate confidently between seafloor types, differences in backscatter levels of approximately 1 dB are needed (Lucieer et al. 2017) .
Compensated echo level

Random fluctuations of the echo level and SNR
The stochastic nature of the backscatter process results in a randomly-fluctuating sonar echo level (Urick 1983) . A simplified but widely used theoretical model assumes backscatter amplitudes to follow a Rayleigh distribution, implying a standard deviation of 5.57 dB for elementary backscatter samples (Dyer 1970; Jackson and Richardson 2007) . Physically interpreted, this model assumes an instantaneous insonified area (signal footprint) wide enough to enclose a large number of simultaneously activated scatterers with statistically independent random phases (Stanic and Kennedy 1992) . In order to reduce the resulting uncertainty associated with randomly fluctuating sonar echo levels, the backscatter level can be averaged over an increasing number of signal samples (Peritsky 1973) , however at the cost of degraded resolution. For MBES measurements, the number of samples available for averaging depends on depth, system parameters, and angular region of the measurement, and ultimately controls the random uncertainty of the mean backscatter (Jackson and Richardson 2007) . A more detailed discussion of the statistical uncertainty of the echo-level can be found in "Appendix".
The echo level measurement uncertainty also depends on the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Noise sources in ocean are numerous and highly variable (Urick 1983) , including noise caused by sea-surface agitation, biology, and bubbles created by the ship motion and/or surface wave action. Also, the sonar performance may be limited by reverberation in the water column due to biological, gaseous or inorganic scatterers. Self-noise caused by the sonar and its carrier platform adds to these environment-related causes. A SNR better than 10 dB (Lurton and Augustin 2010) can be taken as a reasonable lower limit for acceptable measurements of bathymetry according to today's standards (IHO 2008 where S and N are the intensities of the expected signal and the additive noise respectively, defining SNR = S/N. Assuming the worst case of a 10 dB SNR, the corresponding uncertainty in backscatter measurements is around 0.4 dB (increase in the resulting average intensity for {sig-nal + noise} compared to signal alone). Therefore, while SNR can be a major uncertainty source in some individual measurement scenarios, SNR can be practically considered as a minor source of uncertainty for MBES data if currently acceptable quality for bathymetry is achieved. Recommendations for improving the MBES data reliability in relation to SNR can be found in .
Uncertainty of source level and receiver sensitivity
A detailed characterization of uncertainty in the MBES parameters is still lacking (Lamarche and Lurton 2017) . MBES manufacturers have only offered nominal magnitudes of uncertainty related to backscatter measurements. For example, for Kongsberg systems Hammerstad (2000) provided a typical uncertainty of ± 1 dB related to MBES transducer sensitivities but cautioned that this uncertainty might be larger for a specific system. Although several studies have attempted to measure sonar sensitivity in calibration tanks and by field comparisons (Fonseca et al. 2006; Lanzoni and Weber 2011; Rice et al. 2012; Welton 2014) , MBES electronics are complex and there are many causes of instrumental uncertainty that users cannot be expected to measure and estimate, let alone keep track of the various engineering parameters needed to confidently estimate these uncertainties. Involvement of MBES manufacturers is therefore critically needed to model the MBES characteristics essential for calibration.
Relative sonar calibration In absence of a readily available calibration documentation, users have to rely on empirical data to derive the calibration offsets. Often, while repeating backscatter measurements over the same seafloor using different settings or with different MBES systems, discrepancies in the observed backscatter values are observed. These differences can then be estimated to adjust backscatter values to match in a relative sense. This empirical method to make backscatter data consistent among different settings or MBES systems is called relative calibration. The adjustment protocols for relative calibration operations and the removal of systematic artifacts have been studied extensively (Clarke et al. 1996; Hellequin et al. 2003; Augustin and Lurton 2005; Llewellyn 2006; Fonseca et al. 2006 Fonseca et al. , 2009 Chu and Hufnagle 2006; Parnum and Gavrilov 2011; Teng 2011; Clarke 2012; Hiroji 2016) . These relative calibration protocols can provide valuable information about the overall health of the MBES including system degradation due to transducer aging or bio-fouling (Lehaitre et al. 2008 ) and therefore are also being incorporated into sonar acceptance protocols Rice and Malik 2015; Hauser et al. 2015) . While such relative calibrations provide a means to have the same seafloor appear to have consistent backscatter irrespective of different settings or MBES systems used, it provides no indication of the actual backscatter uncertainty.
Absolute sonar calibration As individual MBES systems may show differences in calibration from system to system, the only alternative to manufacturer-provided information is to subject MBES to empirical checks in a tank or at sea. The aim of this MBES calibration is to estimate the device-related parameters required for S b estimation including: transmit and receive beam patterns, pulse length and the quantitative impact of gain changes applied during the data acquisition. Absolute calibration using reference spheres is a well-accepted method developed for fisheries sonars and proposed for application to MBES (Foote et al. 2005; Lanzoni and Weber 2011; Demer et al. 2015) : using this method, the combined transmit and receive characteristics of the sonar are measured. The two-way beam pattern thus obtained can be used as a single correction to the measured backscatter. Since accurate placement and controlling of motion of a reference sphere inside MBES narrow beam patterns are challenging, a calibration approach using extended targets has also been demonstrated (Heaton et al. 2013 ). An alternate method to target calibration (either sphere or extended target) is the use of a reference hydrophone (Demer et al. 2015) ; this method is required if transmitter and receiver characteristics need to be determined separately (Johannesson and Mitson 1983) . For practical reasons, the use of hydrophones and transducers in a tank is suitable only for high-frequency portable systems with small arrays. Alternately this method has also been used to measure the beam pattern of a large array by fitting a hydrophone on an ROV (Fusillo et al. 1996) , however, this approach is complex and expensive. Finally, using a reference seafloor patch as a benchmark (Eleftherakis et al. 2018; Ladroit et al. 2018 ) is an attractive option although the seafloor backscatter itself may change depending on a number of factors including temporal changes due to sediment movement and the formation of bedforms and other features that can cause seafloor backscatter to have strong dependence on azimuth ).
Given that a general model for this class of drifting uncertainty cannot by defined and hence applied to quality control of backscatter data, the reality is that if a reduction in this source of uncertainty is desired, it is currently the user's responsibility to conduct regular calibration operations, either by test tank measurements, surveys on reference seafloor areas, or by comparison with calibrated sonar systems (Lurton and Lamarche 2015) .
Incidence angle
The incidence angle considered in seafloor backscatter computations is the angle between the signal arrival direction at the seafloor and the local perpendicular to the interface (considered as locally flat although possibly tilted). The incidence angle uncertainty depends on three components:
A. The angle measured by the sounder at the receiving array (Rx), relative to the vertical. This measurement depends both on the intrinsic performance of the sensor array processing and on the platform motion (normally compensated for, with some instrumental uncertainty). The angles associated with the backscatter signal samples are referenced to the arrival angle at the sounding point (bottom detect) of the beam. Hence this instrumental uncertainty is equivalent to the one considered for the bathymetry uncertainty budget (Hare et al. 1995) .
Considering that most of the bathymetry relative error is given by its angle component (Lurton and Augustin 2010; Hare 2001): and using typical magnitudes met for acceptable-quality bathymetry data measured by MBES, one finds an angle error around 0.15° for limit values of z∕z = 1% and θ = 75°. This angular uncertainty is increased by the beampointing uncertainty caused by the ship motion, but considering the high accuracy of today's motion sensors (typical uncertainty for roll, pitch and heading accuracy is below 0.1°) the quadratically-cumulated angular uncertainty due to both sensor and ship motion can be considered to stay below 0.2° and hence can be neglected. B. The effect of refraction due to propagation inside the water column. Uncertainties in the estimated sound speed profile impact the accuracy of compensation for the refraction effect. The sound speed profile has a twofold effect on incidence angle estimation: (1) the beam steering angle at the sonar's head; and (2) refraction in the water column. Angular uncertainty introduced in the (9) z z = tan ⋅ computation of beam steering by a sound speed uncertainty δc s at the sonar head is given by (Hare et al. 1995): where ∅ s is the beam steering angle from nadir and c s is the sound speed at the sonar head used for beam steering. In most MBES, the sound speed at the sonar head is continuously measured by a dedicated probe, and therefore the sound speed uncertainty is not expected to be more than ≈ 1 m/s. Considering a pessimistic c s ∕c s = 0.1% (i.e. c s = 1.5 m/s), the uncertainty in beam steering will be � s ≈ 0.2 • at ∅ s = 75°. Using the complete sound speed profile to compute an average value c p the effect of an uncertainty c p upon the incidence angle θ (referenced to nadir) can also be estimated as:
giving the same magnitude of 0.2° in the pessimistic case of c p ∕c p = 0.1% and = 75
• . So considering independent errors on c s and c p , the incident angle error magnitude should stay within 0.3°.
In summary, the effect of beam steering and refraction on seafloor incidence angle is negligible considering sound speed uncertainties remain smaller than 0.1%. C. The seafloor local slope. This is best estimated from the digital terrain model (DTM) built from the MBES bathymetry. Three cases can be considered for evaluating the seafloor slope influence on incidence angle uncertainty:
(i) the slope is completely ignored i.e., the seafloor is assumed to be flat and horizontal. The error in the incidence angle will be equal to the slope of the seafloor. This simplification is still commonly applied at basic levels of backscatter processing but should be avoided in case of requirements of a good quality backscatter level; (ii) the seafloor topography is accounted for using a previously-determined DTM. This is normally achievable by most modern seafloor-mapping sonars providing both bathymetry and backscatter data. However, DTM slopes are subject to uncertainties linked to the bathymetry measurement accuracy and to the details of the processing steps applied for their construction; (iii) even for seafloor slopes inferred from a DTM, small-scale slopes in the bathymetry may be unresolved and hence affect the estimate of local incidence angle. Little can be derived
from MBES bathymetric data about unresolvable small-scale slopes and thus remains an unquantifiable uncertainty source.
In DTM slope calculations, the random vertical uncertainty in the soundings is considered the most critical uncertainty source. Determining the uncertainty in slope estimation, based on resolution, DTM uncertainty, analysis scale and computation algorithm, is an active area of research in terrain analysis and modeling. Dolan and Lucieer (2014) and Zhu et al. (2014) have shown uncertainties in slopes to reach up to 5°-6° when using a MBES-derived DTM. Furthermore, assumptions about the macro-relief of the surveyed seafloor at the spatial resolution of the backscatter samples are needed for an a priori estimate of slope uncertainty; for most MBES this cannot be assessed by using only the bathymetry available from the MBES.
Although uncertainty due to the above individual sources (beam pointing angle, refraction and seafloor slope) cannot be differentiated from the beam pointing angle measurement itself, the incidence angle uncertainty affects the S b measurement in two ways:
• the angle at which measured S b is reported;
• the footprint area computation that impacts the echo level computation term [{10log 10 A} in (Eq. 6)] as it is related to the incidence angle.
The magnitude of the impact of a wrong angle estimate on the resulting angular backscatter curve can be demonstrated using the derivative (vs. angle) of a canonical angular backscatter model. Using for instance the GSAB model (Lamarche et al. 2011) in its simplest form (a Gaussian law for specular regime and Lambert's law at oblique incidences) leads to the results presented in Fig. 2 where A is the specular maximum amplitude, B is the facet slope standard deviation, C quantifies the average backscatter level at oblique incidence and D is the backscatter angular decrement.
The two cases illustrated in Fig. 2 are typical angular backscatter curves for a soft-sediment (in blue, high narrow specular backscatter, decreasing in oblique region with cos 2 ) and a coarse sediment (in red, low and wide specular backscatter, decreasing in oblique region with cos ). For most seafloors the oblique-regime average angle dependence lies between the cos and cos 2 curves shown here. The model input parameters (A, B, C, D) are respectively (0.1; 2°; 0.001; 2) and (0.03; 7°; 0.01; 1). As expected, the impact of incidence angle uncertainty is maximal for the specular regime; in this region its magnitude depends on (corresponding colors, right) . The impact is maximal in the specular region, where the cut-off effect corresponds to the strongest angular variations (0°-10° or 0°-20° according to the case); it is negligible in the "plateau" angle sector (10°-20° to 50°-60°) and increases at high incidence angles the specular lobe slope and may reach several dB for a 1° angular change. On the other hand, the sensitivity to incidence angle uncertainty becomes negligible on the "plateau" regime (10°-20° to 50°-60°) where the S b variation with angle is small. At higher angles (> 70° in this example) the angle dependence increases again. In summary the angular dependence at steep angles varies strongly with the specular lobe, while the oblique regime shows a much more stable behavior regardless of the seafloor type. This stability with angle is one of the major advantages of using the plateau region of incidence for backscatter measurements by MBES and should be preferentially used while comparing one backscatter survey to the other. This approach is also taken by space-borne radars which measure reflectivity only using a subset of the oblique regime (Long and Skouson 1996; Prigent et al. 2015) .
Transmission loss
The transmission loss includes two effects (Urick 1983) : geometrical divergence (energy spreading along propagation path) and absorption (due to physicochemical properties of seawater). The one-way transmission loss (TL) referenced to a 1 m conventional range is classically written:
where R is the range (in m), 20log 10 R is the spherical spreading loss (20log 10 R is used instead of the correct form 20log 10 (R/R 0 ) for notation simplicity, where R 0 = 1 m is the reference unit distance), and α is the absorption coefficient. Hence the uncertainty in TL will include the combined effects of uncertainties in the measured range (present in both terms) and the absorption coefficient.
Range impact upon spreading loss
The two-way spreading loss considered here is given by 2TL s = 40log 10 R . The geometrical range R is determined by measurement of the time-of-flight t and the average sound speed c between source and target, through the elementary relation Therefore, the range uncertainty is due to both uncertainties in time measurement and average sound speed ( c ); its relative value is the quadratic summation of the values for time and sound speed, assumed to be independent:
The minimum travel-time uncertainty δt is bounded by the sampling step of the digitized time signal, normally
smaller than half the pulse duration. For instance, for a high-frequency MBES transmitting 0.2 ms pulses in a 50 m water depth (z), the range uncertainty is bounded by δt = T/2 = 0.1 ms, compared to a minimum two-way travel time of 2z/c = 66 ms; so the relative error in this case is δt/t ≈ 0.15%. Note that an approximate linear scaling exists for the various categories of MBES for pulse duration vs. depth range; e.g. a low-frequency MBES typically transmits 20 ms pulses in a 5000 m water depth, hence the same magnitude for δt/t is expected for different operational depths. The c magnitude arises from the sound speed measurement uncertainty, which is expected to be better than 0.5 m/s (e.g. Sea-Bird Electronics Inc. 2010), as well as due to spatial and temporal water column variability (Beaudoin et al. 2009 ). The relative uncertainty c∕c integrated over the water depth is not expected to be more than 0.1% ( c 1.5 m/s). With these magnitudes of c∕c =0.1% and t∕t = 0.1% the range-relative uncertainty expressed in (Eq. 15) is about δR/R = 0.18% ≈ 0.2%.
Finally, the associated spreading loss uncertainty is given by:
This result is independent of the range and is valid for all MBES categories and propagation ranges. Moreover, the range term featured in the transmission loss is partly compensated by its role in the footprint area A expression, proportional either to R or to R 2 . Thus, the actual final dependence of the S b value upon range will be 20log 10 R or 30log 10 R , instead of 40log 10 R and the maximum uncertainty in spreading loss, corresponding to (Eq. 16) should be either 0.018 dB (for 20log 10 R ) or 0.027 dB (for 30log 10 R ). To conclude, the S b uncertainty caused by the range uncertainty on the geometrical divergence component of the propagation loss is less than 0.03 dB and can be considered negligible.
Range impact upon absorption loss
The absorption loss is given by 2TL abs = 2 R . Hence its range-dependent uncertainty for a R range variation is:
with the right-hand term containing the product of the absorption loss and the relative uncertainty in range. The relative uncertainty in range is typically 0.2% or less; hence for a numerical estimation of (Eq. 17) the magnitude of R 2TL abs = 2 R has to be specified. Four cases are considered here for different frequencies and maximum oblique ranges typical of various MBES categories (deep, medium, (17) R 2TL abs = 2 R = 2 R R R shallow, very shallow) ( Table 1 ). The results in Table 1 show that the S b uncertainty due to range in the absorption effect can reach a magnitude of 0.08 dB in the worst cases (extreme oblique range, intermediate frequencies 30-100 kHz with a 0.1% uncertainty in range)-and hence is a negligible effect.
Absorption coefficient
The 2TL abs uncertainty due to an absorption coefficient uncertainty is given by:
where the relative uncertainty in absorption coefficient ∕ has been made explicit. The absorption effect is a combination of the intrinsic absorption coefficient of the seawater (depending both on the absorption model reliability and on the accuracy of the measurements of estimates of local water properties) and the possible additional absorption caused by events in the water column such as bubble clouds (close to the surface or the ship's hull) or suspended sediments (close to the seafloor). The latter effect is more prone to impact high-frequency systems in shallow waters, while surface bubbles can impact systems in any water depth. Unfortunately, it is very difficult to assume a priori realistic magnitudes for such causes of uncertainty. The underlying physical phenomena controlling the intrinsic absorption coefficient of seawater are well understood and several models exist, based on fitting datasets of empirical measurements. Although more recent models have been proposed (Ainslie and McColm 1998) , the model by Francois and Garrison (1982) is the most commonly used today, with a reported accuracy (18) 2TL abs = 2R = 2 R of 5%. To reduce this uncertainty, more direct observations of absorption coefficients are needed (Doonan et al. 2003) . A rough estimate of uncertainty in transmission loss is proposed in Table 2 for an assumed / ranging from 1 to 10%.
Therefore in the most probable practical cases of a few percent of relative uncertainty ∕ considered at the maximum oblique range of the sounder, the absorption uncertainty may reach several dB (up to 10 dB in the worst case of Table 2 ). These estimates can be refined through a computation as a function of incident angle, for various frequencies and water depths; Fig. 3 presents such results Fig. 3 Expected uncertainty (on 2TL, or on S b ) resulting from a 10% uncertainty in absorption coefficient, based on the same parameters (frequency-water depth) as in Table 2 1 3
for a pessimistic ∕ = 10%. This figure illustrates that uncertainty in seawater absorption coefficient, even at lower levels, can be expected to be a major factor in the final S b estimation accuracy, especially in the case of medium frequencies (30 and 100 kHz). In summary, the main factor to consider for the backscatter uncertainties due to transmission loss is the absorption coefficient which can result in uncertainties in backscatter estimates of several dB (Table 2; Fig. 3 ). The effects caused by the propagation range uncertainty are negligible in comparison.
Insonified area
Knowledge of the insonified area A is required to determine the backscatter strength defined per unit area [10log 10 A in (Eq. 6)]. In the classical Mill's cross configuration for MBES arrays, the insonified area extent in the along-track direction is defined by the Tx sector beamwidth (Lurton 2010) . For the oblique incidence region, the across-track extent of the insonified area is bounded by the pulse length projection over the seafloor, while in the normal incidence region, it is bounded by the receiver beamwidth (Fig. 1) . The detailed accurate computation of the insonified area is complicated if both the full Tx and Rx beam patterns are considered, however, approximate formulas are commonly used. At oblique incidence (short-pulse regime, see Lurton 2010) the insonified area can be approximated as:
and around normal incidence (long-pulse regime) as:
with R the range; and the along-track and across-track two way equivalent apertures respectively (Fig. 1) ; T the pulse length; c the local sound speed; θ the across-track incidence angle; and γ the along-track slope. The pulse length T considered here is either the length of the physically transmitted pulse in case of continuous waves (CW) or the compressed pulse length after matched filtering in the case of frequency modulated (FM) transmitted signals (Lurton 2010) .
These approximations (Eqs. 19, 20) may lead to biases in the backscattering strength estimates. For narrow beams, this bias can practically be ignored (Hellequin et al. 2003) . However, for wide beams, the bias can be significant, as shown for radar (Kim et al. 1982; Ulaby et al. 1983; Wang and Gogineni 1991) and sonar backscatter measurements (Matsumoto et al. 1993) . MBES beamwidths are today usually less than 2° so only a minimal effect on the insonified
area is expected. Using a point-scatterer model (Ladroit et al. 2012 ) for a shallow-water MBES (0.15 ms pulse length, 1.5° along-and across-track beamwidths), a numerical simulation is presented here (Fig. 4) to illustrate the possible bias caused by the approximated formulae used for the insonified area. The area estimated using the simplified equations (Eqs. 19, 20) matches fairly well with the simulated area defined by the idealized beam-pattern, for a range of depths (Fig. 4 shows an example in 50 m depth) except for a narrow intermediate angular range at the transition between the near-nadir and the oblique-angle regimes where the computed and simulated areas differ more significantly (up to ~ 0.5 dB in this example). Thus, the approximations used in footprint area computations can be applied to MBES data without causing significant uncertainty beyond the nearnadir region. The contribution of other terms in (Eqs. 19, 20) in the insonified area estimation are discussed below.
Range dependence
The impact of range uncertainty on footprint area is not considered here. It was considered above in the divergence transmission loss analysis and shown to be a parameter of secondary importance.
Sounder parameters
The sonar system parameters considered here are the beam apertures ( and ) and the pulse length T. Uncertainties in these terms can be caused either by shortcomings in the documentation provided by the manufacturer or by unwanted modifications in the MBES characteristics, for example failure of sonar array elements or inappropriate motion compensation (Gallaudet 2001; Hiroji 2016) . In all cases, these uncertainties:
• act as stable biases on the measured/computed backscatter values and can be corrected a posteriori provided that their magnitude is identified; • should not exceed a few percent, whatever their cause. Table 3 gives the S b uncertainties (in dB) associated with uncertainty of 1-20% for the input parameters of footprint A [with the 10log 10 dependence involved in (Eq. 6)]. It is expected that the impact of these uncertainties in the footprint extent would remain small (although not negligible, especially if accumulated), considering that the relative uncertainty on the sounder's parameters (beam patterns, pulse length) are likely to stay within few percent.
Across-track angle
Consider here first the angles in the across-track vertical plane (containing the formed beams). The sources of angle errors are presented in "Incidence angle". If the across-track slope of the seafloor is taken into account when computing the incidence angle θ, an uncertainty δθ causes an uncertainty of A given by [for the shortpulse regime (Eq. 19)]:
So the S b uncertainty caused by angle variations in footprint area is given by:
Note that normal incidence ( → 0 ) is not considered here; the angle dependence (Eq. 18) on 1∕ sin is not valid in this regime and must be replaced by the long-pulse regime expression (Eq. 20): Figure 5 shows the S b uncertainty considering an uncertainty in the across-track incident angle ( ) from − 3° to 3°, for the long-(0°-40° incidence) and short-pulse (15°-80° incidence) cases. The same slope shows reverse effects on the insonified area uncertainty using short-or long-pulse regimes, thus giving rise to a step change at the incidence angle where the insonified area shifts from the beam limited (long-pulse) to pulse limited (short-pulse) regime. Overall, the S b uncertainty remains below 0.8 dB for slope-caused angle uncertainties reaching about ± 3°.
If no compensation is applied for the seafloor topography (assumed to be flat and horizontal), then the uncertainty of the footprint area estimate is the difference between the angular dependences A ∝ 1∕sin (where is the incidence angle for an assumed flat topography) and A ∝ 1∕sin( − ) (accounting for actual terrain slope ). Hence the uncertainty for the short-pulse regime is expressed in dB as:
Similarly for the long-pulse regime:
The resulting S b uncertainty is plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of incidence angle (0°-80°) when the seafloor slope β (between − 15° and + 15°) is not accounted for, for the long-(0°-40° incidence) and short-pulse (15°-80° incidence) regimes. For the long-pulse case, the uncertainty is on the order of 1 dB for steeper slopes (15°), however, for the shortpulse region the uncertainty in the seafloor for slopes facing towards the MBES causes large uncertainty in S b (e.g., > 3 dB for = 15° at < 30°). Figures 5 and 6 indicate that the impact of across-track seafloor slope uncertainty is 
Fig. 5
Uncertainty in backscatter strength (S b in dB) caused by variations in footprint area due to across-track incident angle uncertainty ranging from − 3° to 3° for the long-pulse (0° to 40°) and the shortpulse cases (15° to 80°) significant and most severe at mid-range incidence angles (20°-50°).
Along-track angle An uncertainty δγ in the along-track incidence angle γ causes an uncertainty in the insonified area A given by (Eqs. 19, 20) :
The uncertainty in S b can then be estimated as:
For δγ ranging from − 3° to 3° Fig. 7 shows that the S b uncertainty is insignificant for small uncertainties in the incidence angle (1 or 2°) and/or terrains with smooth topography (along-track slope angles up to 10°-15°); even for steep areas with higher uncertainties in the topography, the S b uncertainty remains within a few tenths of a dB.
If the along-track slope angle effect is not accounted for (as is often the case), the uncertainty is then directly given by the 1∕ cos term (Fig. 8) , where γ represents the slope angle. Here again, the S b uncertainty may be negligible for smooth terrains (< 0.1 dB for slope angles up to 15°) but increases significantly for steeper slopes (> 0.5 dB for slopes 30°-45°). Note these results for along-track angles are valid for short-and long-pulse regimes, since both regimes have the same dependence on 1∕ cos (see Eqs. 19, 20) .
In summary, for the compensation of the insonified area, the impact of inaccuracies in the sounder characteristics remains limited and can reasonably be kept small or negligible. The S b dependence on incidence angle has a far more significant impact, potentially reaching several dB, depending on the beam angle and local seafloor slope. While computing the insonified area, the acrosstrack slope angle plays the major role, while the alongtrack angle impact remains limited. Completely ignoring the seafloor slope (both across-and along-track) when estimating the footprint extent, logically leads to the largest uncertainties. Fortunately, commercially available backscatter processing software tools have started to address such compensations (e.g., QPS 2014). However, even when accounting for the local slopes, uncertainties of a few degrees may remain and the relations provided above can be used to assess their uncertainty contributions. 
Summary of the major uncertainty components
Based on the elementary analysis presented above, the impacts of the main sources of backscatter uncertainty are summarized in Table 4 . Each of the causes of S b uncertainty is broken down into "random" or "bias" components. "Random" uncertainties are caused by noise or intrinsic fluctuations (e.g., echo signal instabilities, or small-scale uncertainties in the bathymetry) and can be mitigated through a posteriori statistical processing. "Bias" or systematic uncertainties may be caused by variations in the MBES characteristics, by unaccounted changes in environmental conditions, or by insufficiencies in the processing procedures; they may systematically vary as a function of depth, seafloor slope and ship's motion. They can (up to some point) be corrected a posteriori, although this implies complementary operations that may prove difficult (e.g., sonar calibration, re-computation of the DTM, improved information about the water column). The bias corrections, once applied, still have some residual uncertainty that must then be included in the uncertainty budget. The following scale is proposed to classify the magnitude of the uncertainty:
Conclusions
This work has attempted to identify and model the major causes and magnitudes of backscatter uncertainties from MBES systems. Unraveling the complexities of backscatter measurements is a considerable task, and the approach outlined here is far from complete; however, it is hoped that it offers a framework from which further understanding of the sources and magnitude of backscatter uncertainties can be derived. The elementary uncertainty analysis proposed here identified the major components of the uncertainty budget (Table 4 ):
• The uncertainty in fluctuating and unreferenced measured echo levels is due to both the random character of the echo intensity (causing noise-like fluctuations to be processed statistically) and the incomplete knowledge of the MBES calibration parameters (leading to biases). The statistical uncertainty can be controlled by averaging a number of samples into a mean echo level with the understanding that increasing this number degrades resolution and thus a trade-off has to be made between resolution and uncertainty. In contrast, the uncertainty stemming from inaccurate values of MBES characteristics can reach unpredictable and unacceptable magnitudes if appropriate calibration operations have not been conducted nor reference data collected. MBES manufac- turers should play a key role in addressing this issue by providing the information needed to better document and reduce this fundamental component of uncertainty, which is difficult to detect in the field data and whose accurate evaluation is rarely accessible to users. • The uncertainty in seafloor incidence angle measurement is mostly affected by seafloor slope uncertainty controlled by the resolution and accuracy of bathymetric data used for DTM production (if used at all). Greater attention must be placed on the incorporation of bi-dimensional slope compensation inside the backscatter data processing tools and on the improvement of local slope determination from the bathymetry data. This uncertainty obviously impacts the computation of the backscatter angular response. Moreover, if not accounted for, slope is often the major cause of error in the insonified area computation. The sounder characteristics are normally sufficiently well known for the impact of their uncertainty to remain acceptable; this again falls under the manufacturer's responsibility.
• The transmission loss uncertainty is almost exclusively due to the absorption coefficient estimation, the inaccurate estimation of which can have a significant impact on the backscatter level estimation; however the combination of the measurement of temperature and salinity values over the full water column with appropriate procedures for compensation can keep the impact of the absorption coefficient within acceptable limits. The impact of local perturbations of the water column properties is not well-understood and deserves further investigation, although the use of ocean atlas data or ocean models can help to mitigate this problem. Unexpected phenomena such as bubble clouds sweeping the MBES arrays cause specific issues that are impossible to quantify in advance; however their joint impact on the objective quality of bathymetry data can help detect their presence and justify to disregard corrupted data.
This study was conducted as an initial step in the identification of the fundamental causes and estimation of orderof-magnitude levels of the uncertainties associated with the collection of MBES backscatter data. It has shown that it is difficult to predict broadly applicable numerical values, since many of the major uncertainty sources vary on a case-tocase basis. Future efforts need to be directed towards better provision of sonar characteristics from the manufacturers, improvement of MBES calibration methods, and quantification of their reliability and objective uncertainty. A second area of investigation is the impact of unexpected perturbations of the seawater column properties (e.g. bubble clouds). Both topics suggest the need for new well-designed field experiments and would benefit greatly from collaborative efforts of the concerned communities.
Disclaimer The scientific results and conclusions, as well as any views or opinions expressed herein, are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of NOAA or the Department of Commerce. Mention of a commercial company or product does not constitute an endorsement by NOAA.
Appendix: Statistical uncertainty in measured EL
The statistical fluctuation of the EL is an inherent property of backscattered signals and therefore an unavoidable source of random uncertainty. However, confidence in the mean echo level reliability can be improved by increasing the number of samples used in averaging. In MBES data, this is done most often by averaging across-track and along-track samples. However, this should only be done for homogeneous seafloor as the mean angular response can be corrupted at the transition between two seafloor types. Mosaic segmentation into areas showing similar backscatter can help in selecting regions of the same seafloor type over which the samples can be averaged (Rzhanov et al. 2012) . The number of samples available for each beam is controlled by the across-track footprint extent, so the largest number of samples is obtained for the outer-most beams. Assuming that the time series is being sampled at a high enough rate compared with the pulse duration, the number of statistically-independent samples N s inside a beam is computed as the ratio of the length of the receive beam footprint in the across-track direction and the projected pulse duration (Simons and Snellen 2009): where z is the water depth, ω the Rx across-track beamwidth, c the sound speed, T the pulse length and θ the incidence angle. Equation (29) holds for long-pulse regime, excluding the angles around nadir. Obviously, the benefit of averaging over several samples exists only when N s > 1. Figure 9 presents the number of statistically independent samples for a MBES with ω = 0.5° and 2°; and z = 50 m (with T = 0.05 and 0.15 ms) and 1000 m (with T = 5 and 10 ms). N s increases with decreasing T and increasing ω.
The standard deviation of N averaged independent samples is given as: 30) is valid provided that the N averaged values are statistically independent, are derived from a same population, and have the same variance (Mandell 1964) . Assuming the standard deviation of individual samples is 5.57 dB (Rayleigh distribution) and averaging over the dB values, more than 30 individual samples are required to achieve a 1 dB standard deviation (Fig. 10) . If the envelope squared amplitudes (i.e. intensity) in natural units is considered for the averaging (which is a preferable way to do it), the dB value of the standard deviation referenced to the mean is 10log 10 (Bjørnø 2017, p. 527) . In this case, to reduce the standard deviation to 1 dB, only ~ 20 samples are required (Fig. 10) . Although the uncertainty is lowered by averaging over larger number of samples, the spatial resolution is adversely affected which may or may not be important depending on the type of application (compare high resolution mapping, with large scale mapping). Estimated number of statistically independent samples to be averaged in order to obtain a given standard deviation (in dB). The initial distribution is Rayleigh, with a standard deviation of 5.57 dB
